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property rights, central banking, housing markets, and demographic changes -- do not receive
chapter-length coverage. Unâortunately, we were not able to convince well-known scholars
working in these áreas to contribute chapters. The dissemination of knowledge has a high
opportunity cost üor academias, whose proeessional incentivem are to publish more speciahzed,
technical work in reeereed joumals.
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ECONOMIC HISTORY AND

CLIOMETRICS

Lot4is P. Cair attd Roberí Whaptes

As this líandboob demonstmtes, economic history is an active 6ield that investigates a wide range
of topics. The dominant method used by economia histodans over the Fase hall;-century is
cliomettics. The name "chometúcs" comes ítomjoining "Cho"(the Greek Mude ofhistory) with
metrics"(measurement), but chometrics goes an important step beyond merely measuring

histoiícal evento. It structures its measurements with economic theory, especiaHy(but by no
means exclusively) the neoclassical theory that has dominated economics Eor severas genemtions.
It oüten develops explicit models ofhow economic agente(such as households and 6lrms), as well
as entire economies, have behaved and interacted hstorically. Teus, in addition to measuring
economia outcomes, cliometrics seeks to understand their caules. Tais chapter outbnes the
development of cliometrics and helps put the other chapters in this .fÍalzdbooh into context by
examining how chometrícs is practiced.

The cliometric revolution

In the 6mt hM' of the twendeth century, economic histoúans ruely appeaied to explicit eco-
nomic theory, but relied mare on an accumulation of eacts and anecdotes in desciibing and
attempting to explain the Fase. Economists, on the other band, were oüten accused ofrelying too
much on theory and not enough on eacts. Testing economic theories using historical ücts was
difhcult because data were scarce. Important economia statistics, including series on preces and
wages, production, and employment(thus unemployment), were Eew and Cm between, partly
because the costs of retdeving them were prohibitive in that pre-computer age.

To begin bddging this gap, the Nacional Bureau ofEconomic Research(NBER) was Éoun-
ded in 1920 to produce research firmly based on economic Eacts -- quantitative if possible, sci-
entiülc and impartial, and neutral with respect to idealogy and policy. Edwin Gay(who later
became the íirst president of the Economia History Association) argued that collecting these
data would allow a "relatively dependable causeway" to be "thrown over the mousses of earlier
economic history"(Gay 1930: 2ú3). Gay's conâdence was waíranted, because dui:ing the
interwar peüod the NBER added substantiaUy to the statistical in&astructure eor examining
American economic development. Among the most important steps Horward was a series of
studies on income, savin©, and expenditures in the United States by Simon Kuznets. Kuznets,
one of three economic historians to win the Nobel Preze in Economias(Robert Fogel and
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Douglass Norte are the others), had a great infiuence in developing the preliminary version of
U.S. national income and product accounts, and in producing, or encouraging others to
produce, long runs of historical national accounting data âor the United States and elsewhere.

After the Second World War, economista increasingly focused their research on economia
growth and development in hopes of preventing a retum to Depression-era conditions in
developed countdes and of improving the lot of lesa developed countries. Because under-
standing growth requires understanding history, a new generation of scholan trained in eco-
nomics departments tumed their attention to economic history. When they began to read the
works of older economic historians, many complained that important economic issues had been
misinterpreted because of a Eàilure to conjoin economic theory and historical data, and they
pushed their colleagues to employ economic theory along with measurement.

The value of the new approach was convincingly displayed in "The economics of slavery in
the ante-beEum South", one of the most iiúuendal and semanal works of cbometlics, which
was then called "the new economia history." Rather than examine the mindset and motivem of
slaveholders, authors A16:ed H. Conrad and John R. Meyer (1958) approached the subject as an
investment problem. Was slavery pro6itable? Tais question had been debated without resolution
6ar over a century. Conmd and Meyer modeled clave owners as investors with a capital asset
subject to depreciation and maintenance costa. They examined historical data on cotton yields,
suaves' avemge lide spans, and priçes of inputs and outputs -- and calculated that ownlng slaves
was more pro6itable than many other potendal investments. Their finding(and extensions of it)
helped crente a new, lasting consensus conceming the pro6itabihty of slavery.

Only six yean later, Douglass North noted:

aDowed them to quickly calculate totais and averages, they also tried to estimate underlying
economia relationships and marginal eãects using voluminous(but previously silent and unu-
sable) bodies of archival data. As some debates were settled, however, the new approach opened
even more research questiona to analysis and scrutiny.

One way to gauge the progress of cliometrics is to examine the pages of the leading eco-
nomic history joumal. In the emly 1950s. lesa than 2 per cent of the pages in the Jo ma/ of
Economfc l:rígIDO, were in chometric articles -- those which used measurement(seen in a growing
number of tables) and exphcit economia theory. This figure subsequendy chmbed to 10 per
cent in the late 1950s, 18 per cent in the early 1960s, 44 per cent in the late 1960s, and 78 per
Gene in the early 1970s (Whaples 1991). In the late 1950s, cliometrics was seen by some as a
passing Ead, but by the 1970s it was the standard operating procedure ãor Ametican economic
historians. In the âollowing decades, chometrics was increasingly adopted by scholars aom out-
side the U.S. as well. Many of the achievements of this ârst generation of cliometdc research

were surveyed in Fogem and Engemian (1971), McCloskey (1976), Lee and Passei (1979), and
more recently (and retrospectively) Lyons ef a1. (2008) -- all of which (sometimes breathlessly)

emphasized bota the novelty and important breakthroughs 6'om the approach as it gained
dominante withn the United States.

Criticísms of cliometrics

The cliometüc approach has hpd a natujã appeal to histoiically minded researchers trained in
departments of economics. In one sente, it is simply the apphcation ofstandard economic tools --
initially developed to understand the present -- to the past. However, cliometrics has been more
controversial among scholars trained in history departments.

One of the strongest early criticisms of the new method come &om Fritz Redlich. In pub-
lished work he expanded on a point he made most succinctly in responding to a question at an
academia coneerence. The young questioner asked the old professor, "What is your modem?
Redlich responded, "Model? l deal with the truta." One ofRedhch's most telling argumenta was
that cliometricians âocused too muco on purely economic considerations and ignored the impact
of institudons. He was even more strident in his attack on the use of explicit counteúactuals,
which played a prominent role in the early history ofchometrics, especially in the case ofRobert
Fogel's inâuential analysis ofthe impact ofrailroads. To âüly assess this unpact, Fogel modeled a
counteúactual world in which railroads never existed. Among other things, this required him to
prqect the expansion of navigable waterways that would have been built had there been no
railroads, and to project the consequences ofthat expansion, such as shiHu in population. Redhch
attacked such countedactuals by calling trem "âgments." "Hypotheses are based on assump-
tions which are hem to have a counterpart in reahty, while âgments are assumptions having no
such counteiparts or at least known to be irreahstic" (Redlich 1965: 484). Due to their basis in
reality, hypotheses can be veiiâed or easi6led; 6lgments can only be jusd6led. Figínents lead to
economic modela, and "a modem is never a prece of history"(Redhch 1965: 490).

Proponente of the cliometric approach rebutted this criticism by arguing that ePeO, historian
has a model. Without mental modela to simpliQ the bewildering array of sensory eacB, a person
wouldn't be able to make it through the day. Without modela to simph$ the bewildering anay
of historical Eacts, no scholar could make sente of the post. Cliometricians, such as Lance Davas
(1966), argued that their breakthrough was to make explicit the modela that had once been
implicit. For example, those who argue üor the indispensability ofrailroads in nineteenth-century
American economic growth implicitly have a model that suggests the demand âor transportation
was massive, that railroads oHered immense advantages over other modes of transportation, and

A revolution is taking place in economic history in die United States. It is being
initiated by a new generation of economia historians who are both skeptical of tradi-
tional interpretations of U.S. economic history and convinced that a new economic
history musa be âimily grounded in sound statistical data. Even a cursory examination
of accepted "trutas" of U.S. economic history suggests that maná of them are incon-
sistent with elementary economic analysis and have neves been suHected to -- and
would not survive -- testing with statistical data.(North 1963: 128--9)

North could point ta Conmd and Meyer's work on the pro6itabihty of slavery, Robert Fogel's
(1964) work 6inding that railroads were not indispensable to nineteenth-century American
economic growth, research on the unimportance of the Civil War 6or accelemting U.S. indus-
trialization(Gallmm 1960), and several other projects to suppart the existence of a revolution.

In those years, the chometric approach quickly resolved severas ongoing debates in American
economia history. For example, using a simple trade model, estimates of demand and supply
elasticities, and colonial preces, the per capita burden ofBritain's Navigation Acta as a per cena of
colonial income was estimated to be muco smaUer than many supposed. vence it was an
unlikely spark for the American Revolution(Thomas 1965; McClelland 1969). Likewise, Peter
Temin's(1968) analysis of sources of changes in the money supply demonstrated that the
infiadon and únancial crises of the 1830s had their origin in intemational evento Ingely beyond
President Andrew Jackson's contrai. Those crises would have taken peace whether or not he
had acted as he did regardjng the Second Bank of the United States -- thus fundamentally
reinterpreting another important episode in American economic history.

The cliometric approach aimed to replace imprecise qualitative statements -- such as "lt is
diMcult to exaggerate the importance of this" -- with precise and accurate estimates af economia

magnitudes and economic relationships. As cliometricians hamessed computers, which
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that no suitab]e substitute 6or rai]roads was ]ikely to cave per6ormed as well. Fogel(1964) sub-
jected this model to empirical teses and found it wanting. He then óomiabzed an altemative set
of assumptions about transporution demand and the shigt in supply brought about by the rail-
roads. Cliometricians celebrated tais conceptual breakthrough, but debated whether or not the
theoretical assumptions in Fogem's model accurately reHected the structure of the economy and
whether the numbers used in it were accurate. The conclusion of the proeession -- especiaUy
those trained in economias -- was that Fogel's modeling and measurement were convincing. In

a 1995 survey, Whaples (1995: 143) Eound that 89 per cent of economic historíans in eco-
nomics departments rçjected the idea that "without the building of the railroads, the American
economy would cave grown very litde during the nineteenth century." Economic historians
housed in history depamnents(a dwindling breed) were less convinced: 66 per cent of them
rdected the idem.

Redhch was not alone in his cridcism. Cliometricians were mostly economista, and their
papers had to con6omt to economista' standards. Their method and style, and assertions of the
virtues of cliometdcs, alienated older economia historians in particular, and historians in general.
American Historical Association President Cu] Biidenbaugh lamented that some colleagues had

succumbed "to the dehumadzing methods of social sciences," and wamed against worshipping
"at the shiine of that Bitch-goddess, QUANTIFICATION" (Bridenbaugh 1963: 326). To
many contemporary American economic historians, these arguments are a quaint episode.
Chometrics is their orthodoxy; as they see it, cliometricians "won the West," imposing a "Pax
Chometrica"(McCloskey 1987: 77).

A more lasting ctiticism has been that the deeault model of cliometrics is an aRiEact of
modem, Westem thinking. Boldizzoni(201 1) ergues that cliometrics hasn't improved our under-
standing ofthe past but hu distorted it, because its defãult assumption is that there are essentiaUy
universal laws of human behavior that cave hem at all times and in aU places. Economista, he
argues, have projected their behef that people are "racional maximizers" 6'om the modem
West -- where the assumption may ât íàidy well -- to other limes and places when and where it
doesn't âlt. The chief vlllain in his critique is Douglass Nora, a pioneer of cliometrics, who has
algo been an insistent cdtic. North has complained that cliometiics needs to 6ocus more on
institutions and their evolution. In a series of works designed to get to the fundamental 6orces
behind long-temi economic trends -- including bota pre-modem economic stagnation and
modem growth -- North and his co-authors (North 1981, 1990, 2005; North ef a1. 2009)
pushed their analysis finther and 6urther back, but they never abandoned their key assumption
that individuais acted out of self-interest and were constandy cognizant of costa versus benefits

h making decisions.

At heart, Boldizzoni attacks cliometrics âor relymg on iU-considered deductions rather than
wading deep[y into the detaib of historicai bife and using induction to understand the ]ogic of
earlier societies and their economies. Cliometdcians would rebut this by arguing that their
method relies on bof/z deduction and induction. Accordingly, the nexo section of this chapter
looks at the practice of modem chometiics and the debates among cliometricians about how to
make conclusions regarding historical cause and eãect.

6umiture workers coHected by the Michigan Bureau ofLabor Statistics. Their study begins with a

simple economic model that assumem this market was competitive se that wages reflected workers
productivity, but that workers were ako compensated for any negativo workplace conditions.
Using wages as the dependent vaiiable and holding const3nt measurable worker characteristics

(suco as occupation, education, and expedence) likely to infiuence productivity(and thereâore

wages), this study examines the marginal impact ofvaliation in the ethnicity ofco-workers. It ânds
that a one percentage point increase in the share ofthe work force who were not 6'om a worker's
own ethnic group increased his wage about 0.1 per cena. Tais is inteipreted as evidence üat
employen had to pay their employees more when they were in dose contact with co-workers
they hked lesa(or disliked more) than members of their own group. The study algo 6mds that
workers aom Protestant ethnic groups were generaHy paid more when working with Catholics,
but concludes that the additional labor costa generated by this employee-based discrimination
were probably oRset by several bene6lts that rendered complete segregation unnecessary.

This study is typical of cliometric work that applies a widely used economic modem to his-
corical data. The regression coeHicients aUow the economic historian to go an important step
beyond contemporary and historical accounts that agreed workers in these groups o6ten didn't
get along and dishked each other. Regression coeMcients quandfy how muco workers disliked
each other by estimating how much more they had to be paid to work with one another -- or
how much pay they were wilhng to sacriütce to work with members af their own group. The
study reaches the cliometdc goal by illuminating the post and algo breaking ground in testing a
theoretica] implication -- that if employees discriminate against each other they must be paid
more to work with each other -- that can't be tested well using modem data but can be tested
with a rica histoúcal data set.

Panel data

A more difhcult talk is to examine a histoiical change, an episode or a public policy, and
convincingly detemune its caules or consequences. Data sets on workers' wages oHten include
thousands of observations, and it is clear that some explanatory variables are exogenous(that is,
caused by Eactors outside the system). Wage regressions can be eãrly straighúorward to interpret
because it is clear that some variables cannot infiuence others, making conclusions abQüt cau-
sation more convincing. When wages are higher eor middle-aged workers than âor younger
workers, it's íàidy den that age is driving wage and not the other way around -- that.getting older

pushes up one's wage lince eaming more can't cause one to became older. HoweMer, examining
the caules and consequences of evento and pohcies is harder because it's more diHicult to 6lnd
plausibly exogenous detemunants, and because evento can be se complex that an unmeasured,
omitted variable might be at work.

Panel data can help solve this problem. A panel generaUy consists of two dimensions -- a
spatial dimension that consists of cross-sectional observations(e.g. nations, states, cities, indus-
tries, fimis, groups of peop]e, or individuais) and a temporal dimension that consista of dme-
series observations(periodic measures of characteristics of what is being observed).

Consider this question: Did the riots in American cities in the 1960s cause long-temi eco-
nomic hamt to those cities? Convencional economia theory suggests this is plausible, because a
property's vague is believed to reHect the discounted value of die expected net flow of utility
associated with its ownership -- including not only the physical quahty of the structure, but algo
such things as security, proximity to work, Eamily, fliends and shopping, the quality of muni-
cipal services, and the taxes needed to support such servíces. In theory, if a riDE causei a sus-
tained decline in the perceived amenities in one location reladve to others, it would register as a

Cliometrics in practice: multivariate regression

Perhaps the most common practice in diometrics is to use muldvariate regression analysis, which

produces an estimate ofthe marginal impact ofa variable ofhistorical interest while holding other
important fãctors constant. A typical example is BuRum and Whaples(1995) who seek to test the
magnitude of employee-based discrimination in the labor market of the late 1800s using data on
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re/afít/e decline in property values. In hne with this theory, examining data shows that -- holding
constant other eactors like region, population, crime rate, segregation, and the trend in property
values -- property values ÉeU more in cities hit by more severe riots(Collins and Margo 2007).

But what if the doES themselves were more severe in odes that were economically weaker,
and this economic weakness accounts eor hora the lagging property values and the riots? in cases
like this, economic historians look âor "natural experimenta" -- changes or diüerences that
plausibly alise outside the economic system, which allow one to compare situations or places
that received ane "treatment" widi those that received another "treatment." Coxins and Malga
report contemporary observations that rainy weather made rioting leis severo, and then estimate
the impact of city-speciÊc weather in the pedod 6oUowing Mardn Luther King's assassinadon --
showing that(holding other Eactors constant) more ram in Apd1 1968 led to lesa rioting. In this
case, ram is used as an "instrumental vaiiable," an exagenous vatiable that does not itself belong
in the explanatory equation but which is correlated with the endogenous explanatory variables.
Putting these preces together(using a two-stage regression estimation Êamework), Coxins and
Margo convincingly con6imi that more severe rioting had an independent, large, negative
impact on urban property values. They estimate that riots decreased black-owned home values
in these cities by about 10 per cent.

Among the panel data sets that are widely used in economia history are the Papel Study of
Income Dynamics (PSID), the National Longitudinal Survey ofYouth (NLSY), and the Union
Amiy data of the Center Éor Populadon Economics. The PSll) is a panel of U.S. eàtnilies that
began in 1968 and continuei today. Economia, social, and health eactors have been measured
over individuais' lives and across generadans. The NLSY is one of severas panels coUected by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The most widely used of these is the National Longitudinal
Survey of Youth 1979, which surveys young men and women bom in the yean 1957-64. The
Union Amiy Data Set (and the U.S. Colored Troops Data Set) consists of white (and black)
males mustered into the Union Amiy during the Civil War. Mibtary, socio-economic, and
medica[ ineomtation í[om severa] sources throughout their ]i6etimes have been co]]ected and are
pan of ongoing research eHorts.

Many economic historians have constructed their own panels. An important example is the
panel of city-, county- and state-levei New Deal spending, economia activity, and demographic
data constructed by Prime Fishback and his co-authors. For example, Fishback ef a1.(2007)
examine the impact of New Deal spending on infãnt mortality, non-ineant mortahty, and
genein1 6ertility entes in m4or U.S. cities between 1929 and 1940. They include controla âor city
characteristics, cita and year 6ued eaecB, and make use ofinstrumental valiables(voting pattems
in yeus prior to the Great Depression, and Congressional committee assignments, eor example)
that helped detemiine the allocation of New Deal spending. They conclude that about$2
miUion(measured in year 2000 do[[ars) in additiona] re]ief spending was associated with a
reducdon of one ineant death, half a homicide, one suicide, 2.4 deaths âom ineectious disease,
and one death aom diarrhea in each large urban área.

Finding a convincing instrumental variable can be very chaJlenging. The researcher needs to
find a factor that helped drive the economic events but did not alise simultaneausly aom within
the economia system. When it comes to policy analysis, this can be almost impossible because
political decisions are se intdcately intertwined with economic âorces.

isolating trends aom cycles. The procedures developed by Clave Granger, D.A. Dickey and W.A.
FuUer, and others changed that. The appearance of new techniques in time-series econometiics
aãorded teses for characteristics in data such as Granger causality, non-stationarity in leveis,
structural change(unit root teses), and cointegradon. These techniques quickly 6ound their way
into the research of economic historians. Even the old question of cycles or trends received a
statistical update.

The typical regression only says something about correlation, but Granger won the Nobel
Preze in Economics Éor arguing that, under certain conditions, the regression can also say
something about causation. In brief. a time sebes of one variable is raid to Granger-cause a time
series of another vaíiable if it can be shown that the first valjable's values provide statistically
significant inâomlation about the 6uture values of the second vaíiable -- thus, if one time series
can be used to 6orecast another, then one can argue that it helps cause it to vary, at least in a
statistica[ sente. The âlrst mention of suco a test in the economic history ]iterature appears in
Michael Edelstein's(1980) discussion of a paper by Michael Bordo and Anna Schwartz at the
annual Economic History Association meedngs. Edelstein suggests the use ofthe test, but in the
pubJished paper Bordo and Schwartz(1981) argue that, while the Granger test could be used to
test causahty between money and the prece levei, or the prece levei and the terms of tende, they
believe there is an omitted common iníiuence aãecting both the tcrms of trade and the piice
levei, and this means the tesa is inappropriate. However, these testa are a main Éocus of Schwartz
(1981) and her contribution toward revisiting the Great Depression contained in Brunner (1981).
Her long-run resulta strongly suggest money Granger-caused income and not the reverte: the
supply of money was not endogenously diiven by the business cycle.

Stationaiity is an attribute of a time series in which the mean and standard deviation are
constant over time. It is imporunt lince standud econometric tools assume rinite variantes 6or
the varíables of the estimated model. Stationarity providos this 6lnite variante. Thus, die 6mt
step in analyzing time-series data is to test if one's data are stationary or not. Its 6lrst appearance
among economic historians is David Pope's(1984) analysis of Kondmtieff cycles in Australia.
The most common way to tese 6or(non-)stationarity is to apply a Dickey-Fuller test that checks
whether a unir root is present in an autoregressive modem. In his examlnation of open market
operations in the 1920s, Mark Toma (1989: 116) used this test to ugue that, in a regression of
the levei of Federal Reserve security holdings against its lagged vague and a constant, "stâúdard
test procedures rQject the non-stationadty hypothesis that dte lagged coeMcient equals one.
Within two years, such teses were common in the economic history joumals.

Two(or more) time series are said to be cointegrated if they move together, if4hey statisti-
caUy share a common stochastic dJ:iÜt. Altematively, two dme sedes are cointegmted if they are
non-stationary but a linear combination of the two sedes is stationary. Gary Libecap(1989)
examines interstate cartel production coordination in the petroleum market. If residual pro-
duction by Texas was eor che purpose of maintaining nominal crude oil preces, there would
have to be a long-temi relationship between output in Texas and market demand in the IJ.S. --
that is, the two time series would be cointegrated. Libecap 6mds no statistically significant
evidence that this was true.

One of the nnyor issues con&onted by dme-series analysis has been to identify the timing and
potential causei of the British Industiíal Revolution. Many scholan have contributed to this
literatura, and among the m4or contributors are David Greasley and Les Oxley(2010).
Extending the "best guess" estimates of British Industrial Production generated by Nick Craíts
and Knick Harley(1992) and using an augmented Dickey-FuUer test, Greasley and Oxley
j2010) divide almost 300 yean ofBritish history unto tive epochs: 170(}-80; 1781--1851; 1852--
1913; 1922--73 and 1974-92. Their tomes-series testa characterize the period between 1700 and

Time series

Because ofthe 6ocus on economic growth, many problema in economic history involve statistical
work with time-series data. unto the 1970s, statistical research on time series was largely hmited to
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1913 as altemating between trend stationary, diãerence stationary, and trend stationary, se they
make a case âor dating the Bhtish Industrial Revolution to the second epoch, 1781--1851. As to

the causei of British industrialization, their teses indicate that cotton and iron were the leading
industries, and coal was a 6ollower. Cotton had wider linkages than iron, "statistically causing
paper and shipbuilding production," but they do not regard it as more important h the 1815-60
period "as bidirectional causahty between iron goods and cotton output nes at the heart of the
cotton, mining and metais sector" (Greasley and Oxley 2010: 1009--10). O'his paper also contains
an extensive overview of time-series methods used by economic historians.)

It can be argued that many of these techniques help us to understand the statistical process
that generated the data, but that the sfaflsffcal process is not necessarily the ecofzomlc process and
Granger-causality is not ecorzomfc causality. Macroeconomists have generated competing modela
of the some economic process: there is no single "correct" understanding. It is sabe to say that
there is muco work saiu to be done to understand and dynamicaHy model the economy.

These examples are only a small sample of the empirical inquides to which time-series
econometrics has been employed by economic historians. Given the importante oftime series to
economic history and the time-series data economia historians have produced, it seems inevi-
table that new stadstical techniques âor analyzing dme series, as they become available, wiH be
adopted quickly.

and capital; two imported goods; and 6oreign exchange. The modal assumes that 6imls minimize
costa(to maximize profits); compedtion is peúect; capital is peMectly mobile across sectors; non-
aglicultural labor is peúectly mobile between manufacturing and services; and rural--urban
migration is detemlined endogenously by wage gaps. The modem algo includes an explicit con-
sumer utility hnction. Equilibdum occurs when âor every sector prece equals cosas; eor every
commodity, demand equals supply; and the consumers' incomes equal the rente on all endow-
ments. The thirteen ptices are endogenously detemüned, as are the mne actiüty leveis. The UK

modal is similar but somewhat simpler. The model allows its users to examine the impact that
labor flows aom Britain to the U.S. had r/zrouEhouf the economy -- on wages and other factor
prece leveis, on prices of goods, on the allocation of resources, and more.

While a model such as Hatton and Williamson's can be an advance over a simpler partial-
equihbrium modem, it is open to many criticisms. Rasenbloom (1998) 6mds Hatton and Wil-
liamson's conclusion that trens-Atlantic migration(along with frade) was an important factor in
explaining the narrowing of intemational wage gaps during this pedod is plausible; yet he
cautions that it is diHicult to adequately assess these conclusions in part because of the very
complexity of the general equihbrium models on which they rest. Are the key assumptions of
the model -- the elasticities, intemctions, and functional 6omis embedded in it, the cahbrations of

key parameters -- a good reflection of reahty? The very complexity of the ecanomy necessitates

the use of such complicated modem, but algo undermines their usefiilness -- and these complex
modela are simpliâications that leave out much that may be important(e.g. immigration's impact
on technological progress, cultura, and institutions). Some important events in economic his-
tory -- like immigmtion -- have such complex and ear-reaching impacts that even the most
advanced cliometric techniques can't adequately assess them. But the bottom lhe is that modela
by their very design and nature are abstractions ítom the complexity of lide. The job of the
economic histotian is to push rehtable hypotheses as Car as the theory and data wiU allow, and
to conârm or reject these hypotheses based on the credible evidence that can be marshaled.

Perhaps there wiH never be the tools to adequately address the most important and complex
historical economic questiona. Researchers probably wiE not innovate enough to crente ade-
quate methods to completely address these important questions. But it is essential to press the
available technology as hard and as íilly as we are abre.

Computable general equilibrium modems

As historical questiona have beçome more complicated, the modela used to answer them have
become more complex in accounting for feedback mechanisms and impacts that spread
throughout the economy over time. For example, the economia eâects of immigmtion tipple
throughout an economy, se a comprehensive modem that can capture this complexity is needed.
A na]ve, theory-Êee approach may suggest that one can iso]ate the impact of historica] immi-
gration on wages by simply comparing wages in cities and states where immigrants have settled
with those in places they haven't. IJn6ortunately, this conveys virtuaUy nothing 6or two reasons.
First, immlgrants don't usually choose their destinations randomly; given their mobility, they
oúten select áreas that have the bestjob-market opportunities. They are attracted to the highest-wage
cities and states, se 6mding that wages are higher in places with a lot ofimmigrants could con6use

cause and eãect. Second, suppose that immigrants fiood unto a city -- increasing its labor supply
reladve to its !abor demand -- pushing wages in the city down. The native-bom population is not
likely to react passively to this, but will begin to leave tais market, entering other markets and
pushing down wages in places where immigrants haven't gane. If these native-bom workers are
mobile enough, just enough of them wiH leave to make the wages in aH cities approximately
equal âor similar jobs. The impact of immigration wiU be diãused across the entire economy, se
looking Éor its impact by compaiing where immigrants are and ares't located can be erroneous.

To capture the impact of immigration and other broad economic changes hke trade and
technological change, economia historians have tumed to modela of the economy that can
capture the âeedbacks. One inâuential immigration study is Hatton and Williamson(1998),
which includes a computable general equilibtium model(developed in O'Rourke ef a1. 1994) of
the interactions between the U.S. and UK economies dudng the late 1800s and early 1900s. In
the U.S. modem, output and factor püces are endogenously detemlined -- that is, they alise
within the system. Consumers are constrained by endowments and maximize a utility function;
their income and expenditures are endogenous. There are tour production acdvities that obey
standard production filnctions -- eood, agricultural intemiediates, manueacturing, and services;
three ptimary eactors ofproduction -- band, labor(divided indo agdcultural and non-agriculturas),

Conclusions

Cliomeuics aspirei to enhance the study ofthe economic post by applying the rigor ofeconomic
theory and quantitative anaJysis, while simultaneously using the historical record to evaluate and
sdmulate economia theory and to improve comprehension of long-run economic processem

(Greif 1997). It is the dominant pamdigm ofmodem economic history. At its best, tais method
has deepened our understanding of Ameiican and world economia hstory in many important
ways. It is especiajly usehl when data aom the past are abundant and when scholars can agree on

how the economy has fünctioned -- and thereâore how to model it. However, hke any other
scientiâc investigative technique, chometrics cannot answer every question. Understanding the
economia post is crucial to understanding the present, but it is hindered by lack ofinformation on
what occurred, individuais' motivations, and the sheer complexity of their interactions.

/
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speci6ic groups of individuais pursuing a mix of common and individual goals through partially
coordinated behaüor." Ostrom(2005: 57, 32) modela organizations as being "composed of one
or more(usually more) action situations," which occur when "two or more individuais are
Eaced with a set of potential actions that jointly produce outcomes.

WiUamson(2000) provides a tour-levei âamework âor categorizing social phenomena,
which is used to organize the material in the rest ofthis chapter. He admits that additiona] leveis

could be added, suggesting a fHth levei, Levei 0: "Mechanisms of the mind", which captures the
process by which our minds evolve. Evolutionary psychologists believe that psychological
adaptions evolved in a similar way to physiological adaptations "because they solved problema
related to survival and reproduction" (Conter ef a1. 2010). Levei l: "Embeddedness" includes
the informal nomes, customs, and traditions that are part of the cultural heritage of a society and
take hundreds or even thousands of years to change. Levei 2: The "institucional environment
includes basic human iights, constitutions, and tules conceming the allocation and enâorcement
of property rights. The ru]es at this ]eve] reflect the Levei l institutions, but change more
quickly. Levei 3: The "govemance" of contractual relations detemunes the choice and SMlcture

of the organization within which interactions take plane. Levei 3 Tules are iníluenced by Levei 2
tules, and can change within l to 10 yean. Levei 4: "Resource allocation and employment
decisions made continuously by market participante are made at the margin and detemiine the
proper input and output leveis. Since Levei 4 decisions are the key unit of analysis in Neo-
classical Economics, this chapter does not address caem exphcidy. In practice, when studying a
particular institution or organization, a partial analysis must be done with other institutional
arrangements hem constant. The NIE has âocused mainly on Levei 2 and Levei 3 analysis, and
the bulk of this chapter is devoted to those two leveis.

Other authors oHer altemative Êameworks âor understanding institutions. Similar to '«rilliamson,
Ostrom(2005) describes tour leveis of analysis and outcomes: metaconstitutional situations;
constitutional situations; coHective-choice situations; and operadonal situations. Alston(2008b)
mapa how eomial and inÉomial institutionsjoindy detemiine property righB, which in tum aüect
transaction costa, production cosas, and, ultimately, economic peifomlance. Eggertsson(1990)
uses three leveis of analysis to organize the study of institutions: the structure ofproperty rights,
the organization ofexchange, and the social and political neles. In WilHamson's(2000) âaméwork,
norms aãect formal Tules, which aüect govemance structures, which aHect resource aJlocation

decisions, but there are feedback loops between all of these leveis that lead ty signi6icanc
endogeneity. While the first two leveis, the mechanisms of the mind and embeddedness. are
generaHy spontaneous in nature, organizations are central to the analysis of the institutional
environment, govemance, and resource allocadon and employment.

2

THE NEW INSTITUTIONAL
ECONOMICS AND ECONOMIC

HISTORY

Toma Nonnenmachr

Two claims that are central to the research agenda ofthe New Institutional Economics(NIE) ue
ehat institutions aHect economic peMormance and that both the caules and eúects of institutions
can be analyzed using economia concepts (Norte 1990). According to Norte (1990: 3), "insti-
tutions are the Tules ofthe game in a society or, more âomiaUy, the humanly devised constraints
that chape human intemction." Ostrom (2005: 3) describes institutions as "the prescriptions that
humana use to organize aH Eorms ofrepetitive and structured interactions, includhg those within

Eàmilies, neighborhoods, mukets, 6imis, sports leagues, churches, private associations, and gov-
ernments at aH scales." Formal rules, which "say what individuais must, must not, may, can, and

c=not do," and that are enâorced by an "authoritative agency" are institutions (Commons [t9241
1995: 138). But se are in6onna] norma based on custom and tradition, whjch can algo share
economic behavior. Tais chapter provides an overview of several leveis of institutional analysis,
ranging Êom informal norma to speciâc rudes, discusses the concepts ofinsdtutional enciency and
change, and concludes with some questiona 6or ânure research.

The NIE draws on severa! research tradidons in economics, including Neoclassical Economics

(Eggertsson 1990), Old Institutional Economics (RutheMord 1994), and Austrian Economias
(Langlois 1986). Economic historians have played a central role in generating bota the theory
and the empirical work of the NIE. (See Alston ef a/. (1996) eor a theoretical overview and
examples of these contributions.) Whi]e the NIE is in part the app]ication ofneoc]assica] theory
to the study of institutions, it expanda on neoclassical theory by introducing new conceptual
tools, suco as transaction costs and property [ights. The scope ofthe NIE's analysis is very broad,

and it draws ílom and infiuences other disciplines, such as political science, history, psychology,
sociology, and anthropology. The NIE uses many methods to understand institutions, including
mathematical and literary theory (De Alessi 1990), econometric analysis (Klein 2008), and case
studies (Alston 2008a).

The NIE draws a distincdon between institutions and organizadons. Institutions are the
;rules of the game," and organizations consist of individuais who intemct repeatedly in linked

situations. Organizations operate within an institucional environment and have their own insti-
tutions that govem their members' behavior. The United Nations, a central govemment, a
stock exchange, a ]oca] pizza stop, and a college club are aU organizatians, and they are aU
objecto of analysis of the NIE. According to Nordl ef a1. (2009: 15), "Organizations consist of

Mechanisms of the mind

A basic modem ofbehavior in Neoclassical Economics assumem that individuais' mechanisms ofthe

mind are those of rational egoists. They possess complete information. have "complete and
consistent" valuations of outcomes that are monotonic trans6ormations of extemal payo#s, and
choose actions that "maximize material nct bene6lts" given the actions of others(Ostrom 2005:
101). Modeling humana as rational egoists makes pense when examining markets that are dose to

being peúecdy competitive; however, it is not appropriate to model humana as racional egoists in
all settings(Anow 1986; North 2005; Ostrom 2005). For instante, in situations where inâor-
mation costa are high, modela based on bounded rationality, in which actors are assumed to be
intended[y rationa] but ]imited]y se," are more appropriate(Simon 1957; xxiv). A ]ong tradition

in Old Institutional and Austlian Economics posits that decision makers use habits and routines to
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compensate üor their di6culties in processing ineomution(Clark 1918; Hayek 1960), and the
NIE draws âom these traditions. Another assumption ofhuman behavior is that some humana do

not solely maximize mateüal net benefiu, but value "trust, reciprocity, and equity very highly
(Ostrom 2005: 131). These "conditional cooperators" can be modeled as receiving non-material
benefits &om cooperating that are not 6unctions of externas payoas. Achieving a cooperative
outcome, however, requires that other players ako vague cooperadon and that the institutional
environment encourages coaperation. Without the proper institutions in plane, even those actoís
with a preâerence âor cooperation wiU act egotisdcaHy(Ostrom 2005).

cave the legal right to be free â:om wandering caule, but total wealth is highest ifíànners build a
Gente to exclude caule, then a "Coasian" bargain would be struck in which ranchers pay Earmers
to build a vence. Eram an eHiciency perspective, it would not matter how property rights were

deâmed, as long as aE of üe assumptions required Gor achieving a íiictionless muket were met.
The most important reason why mukets are not &ictionless is because of transaction costa, the

costs of searching 6or urading parmers, bargaining to an agreement, and policing and en6orcing
that bargain. Coase's insight has been labeled "the Coase Theorem," and, due to the ubiquity of
transaction costa, the Coase Theorem has an important coroUary: in the presence of transaction

costa, institutional and organizational choices aHect economic outcomes.
The insights of the Coase Theorem cave been used to understand the Eamlation and

importante of property rights (Demsetz 1967; Barzel 1989; Libecap 1989). Property dghts are
the iights to use, detive income, exclude others, and transâer property. Rudes conceming
property are central to the institudonal environment, and the skate or some other organization
musa derme, interpret. and enforce these tules. Since ílictionless markets and well-deâned
property rights lead to the eHicient allocation of society's resources, a policy prescription drawn
6:om Coase's work is that the skate should reduce transaction cosas and have clear tules regarding

the assignment of property rights in arder to increase social wealth.
Examples of the importance of property rights abound in the economic history hterature. In

their seminal article on England's Glorious Revolution of 1688, Norte and Weingast (1989)
argue that the balance of power between parhament and the monarchy enhanced property
rights and generated subsequent economia growth. In their study of property rights in the
Brazihan Amazon, Alston ef aZ.(1999) find that having clearly de6lned property rights induces

Carmers to make greater investments in band, and that having better access to markets induces
eamiers to seek clearly deümed rights. They algo 6md that unclen property rights combined with
poorly designed govemment policies increase the amount of squatting and the use of violence
to settle competing claims to property. Libecap (1989) and Higgs (1982) provide examples of
how poorly designed regulations allocate property rights to oil âelds and salmon üisheries in a
way that leads to inefhcient modes of production. Property rights need not be deíined and
en6orced by the state. As shown by Umbeck(1977) 6or the euiy years of the Cali6omia gold
rush and EUckson(1989) âor the whaling industry in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
property rights can alise out of informal nomes and in the absence of eomlal en6oícement
mechanisms.

Embeddedness

The embedded culture of a society aãects how people leam and process information as weU as
what kinds of formal institutions and organizations are âeasible. Noüh(2005: 71) ugues that
:Humana start out with genetic 6eatures which provide the inicial architecture af the mind; the

mind interacts with the cultural heritage and the experiences of individuais to shape learning.'

Greif(1994: 915) de6mes cultural behe6s as "the ideal and thoughts common to several individuais
that govem intemction . . . and dizer aom knowledge in that they are not empirically discovered
or analyücally proved." Ostrom(2005: 106) states, "When we indicate that people share a
cultura, it is a sharthand way of indicadng that the wide diversity of mental modems that indi-
viduais have invented has been reduced to a smaller set within those sharing the culture." The

interpretation of cu]ture as ]imiting the menu ofavailable mental modela is developed in Denzau
and North (1994) and North (2005).

If culture limits the set of mental models with which people interpret their world, then cul-
turc wiR aüect the range of possible legal and contractual outcomes. This is the argument made
by Greif(1994, 2006) in his compaíison of the eleventh-century Maghtibi and Genoese traders.
Because of their coUectivist cultural belieÊ, the Maghribi adopted "horizontal economic inter-
actions" and group sanctions and enÉorcement, while the individualist culture of Genoa led to a
'vertical social structure" with legal and pohtical sanctians and enÉorcement(Greif 1994: 942)-

Alston ef a1.(2009) argue that shared cultural norma between hacendados and workers in
Yucatán, Mexido, led to unique contractual practices that cannot be undelstood outside of the
specific polidcal and cultural context. On a broader scale, statistical cross-country analyses of
culture oüten rely on measures such as the World Values Survey. Guisa ef aZ.(2003) show that
religion a«ecos economia attiudes such as trust, thrifhness, and preâerences âor redistribution,
and Knack and Keeâer(1997) show that diHerences in the cultura of trust across countries a6ect
economic peúomiance.

The institutions of govemance

The institutions ofgovemance operate at a levei below the institucional environment and are the
speciâc tules goveming how economia activity is organized. The central question that Clone
(1937: 388) asks is, "if production is regulated by prece movements . . . why is there any orga-
nization?" As noted earlier, Coase's answer is that search, bargaining, and eneorcement costa

introduce fliction unto the prece mechanism. Entrepreneurs wiU choose the organizational eorm
that minimizem the sum of production and transacting costa. While economic activity can be
categoiized as taking placa either within the hierarchy of a fiam or within a pure market seuing,
in practice, most activity takes peace within a hybdd setdng that incorporates elemento of bota.

The NIE replaces the assumptions that humana can process unlimited amounts of inÉor-
madon and that the distribution of possible üuture outcomes is knowable with Simon's(1957)
assumption that humana are boundedly mtional and Knight's(1921) assumption that we tive in a
world ofuncertainty. In this aamework, the filture is murky and complex contracto are "invadably
incomplete" (WUliamson 1985: 178). Klein ef a1. (1978) and WiEiamson (1971, 1985) build on

The institutíonal environment

The institucional environment definem the 6omtal rales of society, such as constitutions, statutory
law, and common law. While neoclassical theory traditionaUy ignorei legal 3:uses or assumes that
they are structured in a way that allows costless transacting, laws and their enâorcement are
important because they crente incentivem âor organizing economic activity(North 1990). Coase
(1960) provides the NIE with the concepts needed to understand the conditions under which
the !egal rude aâects economic enciency. Using what has become a universal example in law and
economics classes, he asks whether it matters ifthe state assigns property tights to íamiers who are

planting crops, or to neighboring ranchers whose caule tend to wander and trample those crops-
He ergues that, in a Êicdonless market, eamiers and ranchers would "agree themselves around
the properq' dghts role to achieve an eHicient and invariant outcome. For instance, if Carmers
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Coase's work to develop a theory of the Himi that âocuses on the enâorcement costs of con-
tracting and is âounded on the concepts of bounded rationality, uncertainty, ex post opportu-
nism, and speciüc assets. This theory analyzes the conditions under which stages of production
are intemalized versus outsourced: the classic "make or buy" decision. WiUiamson(1985) posits
that interactions between market participante vara in their âequency and in the speciãcity of
assets involved in the transaction. While a large number of muket participante may interact
during the initial stages of contracting, a "fundamental transfamudon" occurs éter a signiâcant
amount has been invested in speciâc assets, causing the relationship between market participante
to become bilateral. Once this trans6omiation in the reladonship takes peace, a party that hu
devoted signiâcant resources investing in assets speciâc to the relationship is vulnerable to
opportunistic behavior. The greater the investment in a speci6ic asset, the greater the opportu-
nity to appropriate quasi rente. and the greater the cose of pure market transactions. Market
transacting wiU occur when asset specificity is low, but, as asset speciüicity ases, altemative
govemance structures are needed, such as bilateral, trilateial, and uniâed contracting. Joskow
(1987) teses the importante of relationship-speçinic investments in the U.S. coal market, using
access to transportation and diãerences in regional vaiiation in coal quality as measures of spe-
ciâtcity. He 6mds that parties are more likely to rely on long-term contracting when investments
are more speciâc, thereby reducing their exposure to opportunism and hold up.

While theories of transaction cosas associated with asset speci6icity provide important insights

into organizational choice, the institutions of govemance are shaped by maná other transaction
costa. (See Garrouste and Saussier [20081 and Ménard [2008] 6or overviews and compaiisons of
altemative theories of the ârm.) Alston and Higgs(1982) show that transaction cosas associated
with monitoring assets and worker eãort explain the choice of a wage, sharecropping, or tenant
contract on cotton plantations in the post-bellum Souto. Staten and Umbeck(1982) show that
changes in the Tules goveming medical treatment encouraged higher leveis of shirking among
air trafhc contro]]en in the 1970s. O]mstead and ]Rhode (2004) describe how asymmetric

in6omtadon in the eady twentieth-century caule market led some firma to organize tende in
a way that accelerated the spread of bovine tuberculosis. They argue that this market íàilure
could only be resolved through regulation of caule markets at üe national levei. These three
examples show the endogeneity of rules, incentivem, and transaction costa. While AJston and
Higgs(1982) show that the institutions of govemance minimize the sum of production and
transaction costa, Staten and Umbeck(1982) show that changes in rudes can increase transaction

costa and incentivize workers to shirk. Finally, Olmstead and Rhode(2004) show that
transaction costa can be se high that restructuring the institutional environment is necessary.

chosen âom a "book of organization bluepíints." The introduction of transaction costa makes
evaluating the eHiciency ofany institutional anangement very difElcult. Commenting on property
rights research, Ostrom (1990; 216) ergues that it is common 6or institutions to be "rejected as
inefhcient, without examining how these institutions may help them acquire information, reduce
monitoring cosas, and equitably allocate appropriation rights and provision duties.

North(2005) abandons his earher views on the progression of institutional change towards
efbcient institutions and instead argues that the institucional structure of society is largely non-
ergodic: it shiüts over time in unpredictable ways in responde to human acdon. David(1985)
and Arthur(1988) develop a theory of padt dependency that initiaUy was apphed to technolo-
gical chance, the most Eamous example of which is the persistence of the(2WERTY keyboard
layout. (See Liebowitz and Margolis (1995) âor a critique of David's QWERTY story and an
altemative âamework 6or categotizing path dependence.) David (1985: 332) definem a sequence
ofevents u being path dependent when "inüuences upon the eventual outcome can be exerted
by temporaUy remote events, including happenings dominated by chance elements rather than
systematic Éorces." North(1990) combines the path-dependente hterature with a Coasian
transaction cost analysis to argue that institucional rock-in can occur on many paths, including
those that lead to "consistently pior perüomiance." As an example af this type of analysis,
Engerman and SokoloH'(2000) argue that path dependence and lock-in can explain diüerences
in the peúormance of econamies across the Americas. In their &amework, inidal factor
endowments during the colonial period inâuenced the distribution of political and economic
power, diãerences in power a«ected whether rudes, such as those goveming land policy and
voting rights, were designed to maintain the power of the elite or encourage growth, and lock-
in caused these remate diRerences to persist and a«ect economic outcomes to the present day.

Alston(2008b) provides a 6:amework 6or analyzing change and persistente in the Éomtal legal
tules of society, distinguishing between the demand 6or and the supply of legal insdtutions. The
demand for rules comes Éom the citizenry in general and aom special interests. Fomial tules

are supplied by the govemment. A wide anay of rudes govems pohtical organizations and
thereeore aHects the path of institutional change. The structure of the organizations and the
preâerences of the individuais demanding and supplying change detemiines what types of rules
wiU be passed and how they wül be applied and enforced. Voters have litde incentive to
become aware of most issues eacing govemment because the eãects of their votos are small, as
are the impacts of pohcies on individual voters (Downs 1957; TuUock 1967). Instead, special
interests are more likely to inâuence the politicas process(Olson 1965). Many va+iables infiu-
ence the supply lide of govemment and the types of institucional change that occurs. These
variables include whether the govemment is presidencial or parliamentary(Carey 2008), 6eder-
alist or unitary (Weingast 2008), and bicameral or unicameml (Cutrone and McCarty 2006);
what rules govem the bureaucracy(McCubbins ef a/. 1987), the commlttee structure of the
legislature (Shepsle and Weingast 1987), and the membership of the legislature (Alston ef aJ.
2006); and how politicas parties are organized (Cox and McCubbins 1993). In times of cdsis,
the supply and demand eor 6omtal institutional change can increase, leading to an increase in the
scale and scope of govemment. While the dize of govemment generaUy Ecus aHter the crisis has
passed, it does not íàll back to its pre-ctisis growth path, leading to what Higgs(1987) describes
as a ratchet eãect.

Recent work in the NIE continuei to examine the caules and consequences of changes to
the institutional environment, particulmly the transition to democracy. North et aZ.(2009)
provide a 6:amework eor understanding the move âom a natural skate to an open access order.
Natura! states limit access to valuable resources and activities to a select group of elite members,
both to endch that elite and to control violence. An open access arder controla violence

Institutional efliciency and change

The phrases "inefHcient institutions" and "eMcient institutions" are open used in the NIE in the
attempt to prescribe how to move âom the âomier to the latter. One commonly used defmition
of eMciency is Pateta optimality. An aHocation ofresources is raid to be Pareto optimal ifthere is
no way to make one person better ofrwithout making someone eke worse oR Pateta-improving
trades happen constantly in the marketplace, but Pareto-improving institutional change is harder
to achieve because institutional change crentes winners and losers. In the presence of transaction
costa, the winners may have a diHicult time paying oH' the losers. A more general definition of
eMcient institutions is that they maximize economia growth and aggregate welíàre. North and
Thomas (1973), Alchian and Demsetz (1973), and Posner (1977) view institutions as either being

eMcient or on a path towards eMciency, but this view has been critiqued by Field (1981: 184) as
being too filnctionahst in its assumption chat market 6orces wiD cause the optimal set ofrules to be
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through a consolidated military and allows organizations to
any direct link to an elite coalition. The key question posed by North et aJ. is how natural states

evolve indo open access orders. Their answer involves satisf9ing three "doontep conditions.

be âomted impersonaHy, without
Buss, D.M. (200955Human sature and culeure: an evoludonary psychological perspective', .j)uma/ oÍ

Carey, J.M. (2008) 'Presidendal versus parliamentary govemment', in C. Ménard and M.M . Shirlev rede\
fiandbook of Àkw J fif rfona/iim, Berlin: Springer. ' ' ~' ''

Clark, J.M. (191 8) 'Economics and modem psychology I', loUfm/ of Po/írfcal Ecorzamv. 26: 1 --30
Coase, R.H. (1937) 'The natur© of the 6iml'. Economíra. 4:'386-405. '

(1960) 'The problem of social cose', .B)uma/ of lzu, and Ecanamfcs, 3: 1-44

:$H?g)i $ az::ã iua
Cox. G W. and McCubbitn, M.D.(1993) 1z21slaílPe lzwafAan; Poro Gopemmenf ín fAe House, Berkeley:

Cutronc, M. and McCarty, N. (2006) 'Does bicameralism manter?' in B.R. Weingast and D.A. Wittman
(eds) The Ogdbrd Handboo& oÍ Pa/inca/ Ecanamy, Oxâord: OxÉotd University Press.
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Demsetz, J.(1967) 'Toward a theory of property rights', .4medcan Ecorzomic Replew. 57: 347-59
Denzau, A.T. and North, [).C. (1994) 'Shared mental modems: ideologies and institutions', K},Ébs, 47: 3--31.
Downs, A.(1957) Zn Economfc 4na17sís ofl)emorn2q, New York: Haiper and Row.
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Engerman, S.L and SokoloE K.L.(2000) 'lnstitutions, actor endowments, and paths of develonment in

the New World', .Ã)#ma/ aÍ Eranomlc Penpecfíva, 14: 217--32. ' ' ' ""' "'

Field, Alexander(1981) 'The. problem with neodassical institucional economics: a critique wieh special
reâerence co the Norte/Thomas model of pre-1500 Europe,' Eq)larafion.s i'n Eaanúmk ]:iisfoPy, l&

First, elites musa develop a rude oflaw among themselves that shares rights equally among elites.
Second, public and private organizadons must exist that persist beyond the lide span of indivi-
dual elites. FinaHy, the political system musa contrai the military and the use of violence. Ace-
moglu and Robinson(2006) oãer a âomtal model of the transition 6:om authoritaíian rude to

democmcy in which two groups, the elite and citizens, contend âor pohtical and economic
power. The elite desire to extract resources &om citizens, but cear that the continuation of elite
tule may lead to violent revoludon. In arder to placate citizens, the elite grant them additionai
concessions and commit to continuing those concessions by switching to a democratic institu-
tional environment. One question concerning ths modal is under what conditions the transi-
tion to democracy crentes institutional rock-in and whether elites can regam delwío politicas and
economic power in the ature even ater a transition to democracy

Concluding remarks

While the idea that "institutions matter" has been accepted by many economista, there are súU

unanswered questiona and much unexplored tenitory at aU leveis ofWiUiamson's social analysis.
The study ofthe caules and eâects ofinâomlal institutions such as culture. norma. and belieÊ is
stiH in its eady phase. The demand and supply ofthe formal institutional environment cave been

studied by economista and polidcal scientists, but the process by which pobdcal institutions

change and persist still requires much research. While the NIE includes many theories conceming
the institutions of governante, these are oüten parcial explanations and requere additional inte-
gration. FinaUy, the NIE must re6me its assumptions ofhuman behavior and study the conditions
under which those assumptions are most appropriate. These questions are only a Éew ofthe ones
that wiH continue to make the NIE an excidng and important field of research in the fiiture.
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MEASURING ECONOMIC
GROWTH AND THE STANDARD

OFLIVING

l.ee .4. Cralg

Defining the "standard ofliving"
Grosa domestic product (GDP), the vague of6inal goods and services produced within a country
duiing a period of time, is the measure economista typically use to gauge aggregate economic
activity in a modem nation state. It is essentiaHy the sum of the product ofprices and (amai)
quantities of goods and services destined âor exchange in the market. The preces in this measure
can be iníluenced by iníiation (or deaadon) -- that is, a general increase (or decrease) in the prece
levei unrelated to "real" economia activity. To contro1 6or these eaects, economists hold preces
constant eor some "base year."i This adjustment yields real GDP, which is purged of any
iníiationary(ar deíiationary) eüect. Real GDP, then, is a key economic indicador, and its growth
representa "economia growth.

However, lince real GDP captures aggregate economic activity, large countries wiH tend to
have re]ative]y auge GDPs; conversely, smas countries wiE have relatively small GDPs: For
example, measured in U.S. dollars, in 2010 the real GDP of Indonesia is nearly tour tiwes larger
than that ofNorway (ADFAT 201 1). However, per capita real GDP -- that is, real GPP divided
by populadon -- is much higher in Norway than it is in Indonesia: $52,239 versus $4,380, again
in 2010 U.S. dollars. Thereâore, real GDP per capita, rather than GDP, is the standard eco-
nomic indicator of "the living standard" within a modem nation state, and the growth of this
measure is typically labeled an improvement in the standard of living.

Three intellectual milestones mark the history of measuring GDP, economic growth, and the
standard ofliving. The first ofthese is the identiâcation of the political or geographical unir that
is to be measured. Exacdy what constitutes an "economy"? More speci6icaUy, what are its
political or geographical boundaries? The second addresses the conceptual issue of what repre-
senta economic activity within that unir, and how is that activity related to the standard of
living. In other words, what economic acdvity or indicators are to be measured? FinaUy, there
remains the practical question of how that economic acdvity is measured, and how its growth is
characteüzed. What economic variables represent aggregate economia activity? Which of these
measures the standard of hving? And what does a higher standud of ]iving mean? Since even
the simplest notions of the economy, economic activity, and the standard of living envolve
many eactors and variables, they necessady have to be consuained in the actual measurement
process 6or the concept of growth to be meaninghl.
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